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Forgiveness Practice

Forgiveness Meditation. 

When someone harms us or is a source of ill will 
or causes us deep grief, meditation is indeed very 
effective to reduce this type of suffering. In other 
instances, for example when one gets stuck or feels a 
block in their Loving-Kindness meditation practce, one 
may find it beneficial to do a Forgiveness Meditation. 
This enables one to remove the barriers that may be 
there.  And after the Forgiveness Meditation, a true 
warm sincere Loving-Kindness arises.  

Forgiveness meditation is a way of opening oneself up 
to the possibilities of true healing and love for oneself 
and others. The forgiveness meditation is a soft, gentle 
way of learning how to lovingly-accept whatever arises 
and to leave it be, without trying to control it with 
thoughts.

Sometimes in our lives, there can be a feeling of letting 
someone down by not doing enough to help them. Of 
course this is just mind saying “I should be better”, “I 
should have done better”, “ I failed and I am not worthy” 
and “ because of that I should suffer even more.”

The forgiveness meditation is not ever to be used as 
a club to beat away a feeling of sadness, or anger, or 
frustration or any other kind of feeling. Once again, the 
forgiveness meditation is a soft, gentle way of learning 
how to lovingly-accept whatever arises and to leave it 
be, without trying to control it with thoughts.

Of course, blaming kinds of unwholesome thoughts 
and feelings don’t have anything to do with reality. 
Nor does anyone need to blame themselves for 
their friends or family members decisions. These 
complicated feelings that cause difficulties can be 
gently addressed by a Foregivness Medttation practice.

This meditation is done by sitting down and 
beginning the forgiveness process by forgiving 
yourself.

I forgive myself for not understanding
I forgive myself for making mistakes
I forgive myself for causing pain to myself or anyone 
else
I forgive myself for not acting in a wholesome way.

The way one does this is by first forgiving themselves. 
This is done by taking each of these 4 statements, 
Beginning with  “I forgive myself for not understanding” 
Repeating silently this foregivenss statement over and 
over again. Place that feeling of forgiveness in your 
heart, ( visualize in your minds eye, a soft pink radiant 
glowing light of forgiveness) and permeate your whole 
body with that pink glowing light, radiating and feeling 
the soft acceptance within yourself, your body and your 
heart.
Use the statement, the feeling and the radiant light 
filling your body as the object of your meditation. 

The thing is, mind it tricky and it will sometimes have 
huge resistance to forgiving yourself and will come 
up with all kinds of thoughts to distract you and 
blame yourself. But when you see the mind taking 
off and thinking unwholesome things then gently 6R 
those thoughts and feelings, then gently redirect your 
attention back to forgiving yourself again. Sit with that 
feeling of loving-acceptance for as long as it lasts, 
then make the statement again to help the loving-
acceptance last for longer.

6R Review
When your mind wanders in meditation...
Recognize that
Release the distraction
Relax your body and mind
Return to your object of meditation
Reward yourself with a little smile, like the Buddha

Mind will naturally have a lot of, “But... But... But…” 
interruptions and try to distract you and condemn 
you and then make you feel guilty or sad or angry 
or whatever it wants to do. This is where patience 



needs to be cultivated, softly allow those distracting 
(hindrances) to be there and then you gently bring 
your attention back to forgiving yourself. Do this softly 
with the 6R’s. Return to using the statement, the 
feeling and the radiant light filling your body as the 
object of your meditation

Having foregiven yourself allow your mind to go 
to the person(s) you are now going to foregive. 
Softly, gently, start forgiving them.

I forgive you for not understanding
I forgive you for making mistakes
I forgive you for causing pain to myself or anyone else
I forgive you for not acting in a wholesome way.

Pick one of the 4 statements—whichever one that 
seems most appropriate at the time. Using that one 
statement,  “I forgive you for not understanding” 
Repeating silently this foregivenss statement over and 
over again. Place that feeling of forgiveness in your 
heart, Visualize in your minds eye, a soft pink radiant 
glowing light of forgiveness and permeate your whole 
body with that pink glowing light, radiating and feeling 
the soft acceptance of foregivness within yourself, your 
body and your heart. 
And now see them in your mind’s eye and look into 
their eyes and see their acknowledgment of your 
foregiveness. Then, place that forgiveness into your 
heart. Visualize in your minds eye, a soft pink radiant 
glowing light of forgiveness and permeate your whole 
body with that pink glowing light, radiating and feeling 
the soft acceptance of foregivness within yourself, your 
body and your heart. 

Completing the Circle of Foregiveness

This forgiveness meditation starts by forgiving 
yourself, then forgiving another person, then you 
“hear” them forgive you too. This is a complete 
circle. It will eventually make things change in your 
mind so there will not be any guilt or frustration or 
sadness or anger or making excuses for making 
mistakes and then feeling hard about yourself. Making 
excuses about anything means that one doesn’t take 
responsibility for their own actions and this is a subtle 
attachment to be forgiven and to be let go of.

Pick one of the 4 statements—whichever one that 
seems most appropriate.. Using that one statement,
hear that person saying:  “I forgive you for making 
mistakes.” Hearing from that person this foregivenss 
statement over and over again. Place that feeling 
of forgiveness in your heart, Visualize in your minds 
eye, a soft pink radiant glowing light of forgiveness 
and permeate your whole body with that pink glowing 
light, radiating and feeling the soft acceptance of 
foregivness within yourself, your body and your heart. 
And now see them in your mind’s eye and look into 
their eyes and acknowledge you have received their 
foregiveness. 

Eventually there may develop an equanimous 
acceptance and feelings of understanding toward that 
person who caused so much pain.

Expanding Forgiveness into your life:

Now, this is the sitting meditation but there is still more 
to the meditation and that is to forgive everything 
and everybody, all of the time. Use this forgiveness 
as your only object of meditation. Forgive yourself 
for bumping into something or if cooking for cutting 
yourself or burning yourself or for making mistakes. 
Put forgiveness into everything all of the time. 
Forgive thoughts for distracting you, forgive others for 
distracting you. In short forgive everything all of the 
time. When walking from one place to another forgive 
yourself and/or others. Any tiny distraction, forgive 
it. Forgive yourself for not remembering, forgive 
yourself for making mistakes. Forgive every thought, 
every memory, forgive every pain that arises. 6R and 
forgive ALL OF THE TIME!!! If you forget to forgive 
something then forgive yourself for forgetting and then 
start again.

Do you see what I mean? It may take some time 
before mind begins to let go of this attachment but 
patience leads to liberation (eventually).

Resentment and Ill Will are old energies, 
unwholesome habit patterns we all carry within 
us, knowingly or sometimes unknowingly. So it is 
necessary to keep this practice going for quite some 
time so the attachments will loose their hold on 
your heart and you can free your energies to follow 
wholesome, uplifting states.


